### Quick Installation Guide - DJI Phantom 4 (all models) v1.1

1. Slide the alignment pin brackets on both of the rear landing gear until they lock in place.
2. Align the Drone Sky Hook Arrow’s hole with the alignment pin.
3. Press down the Drone Sky Hook Arrow on one side until it locks to the landing gear.
4. Press down the other side of the Drone Sky Hook Arrow until it locks to the landing gear.
5. The Alignment pins on both sides should be fully inserted.
6. The LED Sensors is installed under the front right electric motor.
7. Slide the LED Sensor into the narrow section of the drone’s arm.
8. The LED Sensor should fully cover the drone’s lens.
10. Slide the cable clip on the drone’s landing gear.

ALL SET!

DRONE SKY HOOK Ltd.

For Installation and Operation videos visit [www.droneskyhook.com/product-support](http://www.droneskyhook.com/product-support)
Quick Installation Guide - DJI Phantom 3 (all models) v1.1

1. Slide the alignment pin bracket from the drone’s inner side on both rear landing gear
2. Turn the alignment pin bracket towards the bottom side of the landing gear until it locks
3. Verify that the alignment pin bracket is in-line with the bottom side of the landing gear

4. Align the Drone Sky Hook Arrow’s hole with the alignment pin and press down on the Arrow until it locks to the landing gear
5. Press down the other side of the Drone Sky Hook until it locks to the landing gear
6. The locking pins should be fully inserted

7. The LED Sensors is installed under the front right electric motor
8. Slide the rubber band over the motor and insert the pin to the hole in the drone’s arm
9. The LED Sensor should fully cover the drone’s lens

10. Fully insert the plug of the LED Sensor cable into the ‘SENS’ port on the Drone Sky Hook Arrow
11. Slide the cable clip on the drone’s landing gear

ALL SET!

DRONE SKY HOOK Ltd.

For Installation and Operation videos visit www.droneskyhook.com/product-support